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Are you one of the thousands of
people that have been told to do
bridges to strengthen their glutes

after visiting a physio with back pain?
 

Are these exercises actually giving you
more pain?

 
 
 

I feel your frustration!
Getting your back massaged every month and doing 500 bridges

a day won't fix you if the nervous system and the breathing are not
working optimally.

Unless your feet, ankles, calves, hamstring, glutes and back are
already rehabbed, a bridge won't target the right muscles anyways!

It's like prescribing a novel to someone that cannot read...



Do you stretch every day and try to
follow videos online that don't seem

to really help you long term?
 
 

Unfortunately it is not just about strength, the same way it is not
about flexibility. It is about function, it is about optimal activation

and about coordination between muscle groups
Did you know that long muscles can also create pain and

dysfunction? There is a right length for each muscle in which they
can offer their best and optimal performance.

 
 
 

Let me give you 5 tips that have
NOTHING TO DO

with strengthening or stretching. 
Tips that you can actually do any time during the day. 

Busy-people friendly, without equipment and EFFECTIVE! 
 
 



Breathe through the nose and
keep it quiet! 

 

Don't hold your breath
when you move!

 
If your nervous system is scared of some

movements, it will make you hold your breath. Next
time you bend over to pick something from the

floor, pay attention and see if you are holding your
breath!! Avoiding this automatic habit will help retrain

your nervous system to stop producing pain. Try
breathing out as you bend over, it will also help

mobilise the ribcage, elongating the back muscles
and facilitating the movement!

 
In order not to make a sound, you need to keep
your nasal breathing slow. Slow, nasal breathing

allows you to activate the right breathing
mechanics,  facilitating 360-breathing.  This subtle
change will help you breathe onto the waistline,
belly, pelvis, back and sides more easily, creating

essential mobility of the back muscles and
diaphragm.. It will also help regulate the nervous

system and the pain perception!



Massage your scars!
 

Stop pushing your knees
back 

 
Snapping the knees back when you stand
changes your pelvic tilt and gravity centre,

inhibiting your core and making the back work
harder. Try relaxing the knees slightly when
standing and you will notice how your back
muscles relax and soften. This will also help

activate important force transmission mechanisms
to keep your leg muscles strong and functional

when you walk. 

 
So many people have abdominal

surgeries and then forget about the scars.
Abdominal scars create core dysfunction

that can cause back pain. Simply
massaging the scars or holding them with

your hands while you breathe into the
area can radically change the way your

back feels. No matter how old the scar is!
If you need help, scar therapy is available
for 1:1 clients, we can discuss your case if

you fill in the form in the link below
https://vipclub.lovingtums.co.uk/waitinglist

-strategycall 

https://vipclub.lovingtums.co.uk/waitinglist-strategycall
https://vipclub.lovingtums.co.uk/waitinglist-strategycall


Don't suck your belly in, but
don't push it out into the belt

either!
 

Core pressure management is essential for back health and overall
optimal function of your whole body. Pulling the belly in or pushing
it out into your belt only interrupts the optimal function of the core
pressure system, creating pelvic floor dysfunction and lack of core

stability when lifting heavy objects or doing sudden twisting
movements. 

Rehabilitation is not simply about exercises. It is about strategies
adapted to YOU and that you can practise all day long. 
You can do bridges 10 minutes every day, but if the other 23h
and 50 min you keep breathing through your mouth and holding
your belly in, you will never really recover long term. 

 
Also, a good rehab program should be focused
 on finding the right cause of the issue, not 
about simply treating the symptoms

 
There is MUCH MORE than strengthening 
exercises and stretches. We need to work
with the brain, the connection between 
systems and the core integrated fascial 
network.



Conventional approaches will fall short if you suffer from chronic pain. 

 
If you are tired of doing exercises that
don't seem to work, if you are tired of

going for maintenance treatments cause
the pain does not really go away, if you

keep stretching and stretching but
things don't get better... you need to
start thinking about trying something

different. 

The body is way more than muscles  and bones. 
A holistic approach taking into account 
your nervous system and your whole body,
head to toe, in and out, is the only real 
solution for chronic pain. 

Give a try to these 5 tips and if you want more, 
check out these great options to get real and 
long term results!!

https://vipclub.lovingtums.co.uk/waitinglist-strategycall

https://vipclub.lovingtums.co.uk/waitinglist-strategycall

